CANON

WHICH R

IS (R)IGHT FOR YOU?

1 EOS RP
The EOS RP is the smallest and
lightest EOS R camera, weighing
only 450g (body only).
Its compact footprint, coupled
with an intuitive user interface,
makes this a perfect camera for
anyone looking to delve into the
world of photography with Canon.

SUITED FOR

A novice’s first full-frame mirrorless camera, travel photographers, street
photographers, casual photographers.
• 26 megapixels

• Basic 4K
video features

• Native ISO of 100
to 40,000

• Burst mode of up to
5fps (frames per second)

• No in-body image
stabilizer; image
stabilizer only with
RF lenses or EF
lenses with IS

• DIGIC 8 image
processing engine
with Dual Pixel
CMOS AF for fast
and accurate autofocus

• Takes readily-available
SD card for storage

2 EOS R
The EOS R’s specifications
borrow heavily from the criticallyacclaimed EOS 5D Mark IV, and it
is no wonder why it raised a ruckus
among photographers when it was
unveiled in 2018.
To date, it is still a reliable
camera where many enthusiast
photographers will attest to
getting the shot they want.

SUITED FOR

Enthusiasts, portrait photographers, landscape photographers,
food photographers.
• 30.3 megapixels

• Native ISO of 100
• 4K video with a lot
more recording options; to 40,000
full HD @ 60p

• Burst mode of up
to 8fps

• Image stabilizer only
with RF lenses or
EF lens with IS; dual
sensing IS provides
up to 5-stop of IS
compensation with
compatible lenses

• DIGIC 8 image
processing engine
with Dual Pixel
CMOS AF for fast
and accurate autofocus

• Takes readily-available
SD card for storage

3 EOS R6
The EOS R6 takes the best of
the R and makes it even better.
For the first time, Canon
implemented In-Body Image
Stabilizer in its mirrorless cameras,
and with a new DIGIC X image
processor, the R6 redefines the
standard of a mirrorless camera.

SUITED FOR

Advanced enthusiasts, backup for professional photographers, low-light
photography, wedding photographers.
• 20 megapixels

• 4K video with many
more recording options;
full HD @ 60p

• Native ISO of 100
to 102,400

• Burst mode of up
to 20fps

• In-body Image
Stabilizer combined
with Lens IS allow up
to 8-stop Coordinated
Control IS

• New DIGIC X
processor and Dual
Pixel CMOS AF II; fast
and accurate, enables
touch-and-drag AF

• Dual SD card slot

4 EOS R5
Designed for the most demanding
photographers, the EOS R5
is at ease whether in the field
capturing sports, a breath-taking
landscape, or fashion/portraiture
in the studio.
Apart from its excellent photo
features, the R5 also has an
impressive array of video
capture options that make
the R5 a true hybrid camera
for both photographers and
videographers alike.

SUITED FOR

Professional photographers, advanced enthusiasts, videographers, wildlife
photographers, commercial and advertising photographers.
• 45 megapixels

• 8K video recording;
the only R system
camera that has this
feature. Photographers
who require high-spec
video features will take
to the R5

• Native ISO of 100
to 51,200

• Burst mode of up
to 20fps

• In-body Image
Stabilizer combined
with Lens IS allow up
to 8-stop Coordinated
Control IS

• New DIGIC X
processor and Dual
Pixel CMOS AF II; fast
and accurate, enables
touch-and-drag AF

• CF(express) and SD
card slots

